
VintageBeast (Eric) has been a fan of Beauty and the Beast since the series first aired.  From Vincent, 
a once troubled and abused young boy learned what a man should stand for, and how to treat others.  
Young Eric found a much needed father figure in noble, gentle Vincent. The message of hope and 
acceptance which permeated each episode gave him a reason to continue to push forth; and the 
strength to face adversity with dignity.

Life and work took Eric away for many years after the show ended, but he stayed just beyond the 
shadows, hoping to one day bring his tribute to Vincent to life. He had been working on his own 
“Vincent” appliance for months when a newspaper photographer captured a shot of him in a store-
bought foam latex facial appliance and coined him as “Vincent” at a science fiction convention. Hearing 
the resounding public cry for a better glimpse of his Vincent, Eric went home and finished his intended 
work - creating his very own custom facial appliance in platinum silicone.  

The creation of Vincent has been a painstaking journey. Sitting for facial castings, creating a stone 
positive, sculpting the lines and angles of Vincent’s face - over and over again. The two days spent 
pouring silicone were tedious - as the material is expensive and the errors were costly. Despite the 
difficulties, Eric wished to work in platinum silicone, as it is the closest to emulating BOTH the look and 
the feel of true skin texture, warmth, and translucency.  He did not want to concentrate only on the look 
of Vincent; he wanted the tangibility to be there as well.

Countless hours of devotion to this iconic character resulted in the birth of VintageBeast.

Each strand of hair on the appliance is hand-punched into the flesh to give the appearance of naturally 
growing from the skin. The “fur” on VintageBeast’s face is a mixture of coarse human hair and soft 
Tibetan lambswool. His mane is crafted of 100% human hair, treated in a special saltwater solution.  
His claws are made of highly polished resin, and his wardrobe will have custom touches to incorporate 
Eric’s own preferences here and there in subtle ways. Every piece of VintageBeast’s creation was 
made by Eric himself, save for needing help with clothing pieces - where he enlisted friends more 
experienced with fabric. Because of their generous tutelage, he was able to finish important pieces of 
the fabric costume on his own, and did his own leather work.  A great deal of the fabric used in his garb 
is from cast off, donated, or found pieces.

At the time of this writing, VintageBeast has only made two appearances in this persona - at the 2013 
Pensacola Paracon in the store-bought appliance; and in his custom silicone appliance at DragonCon 
2013 in Atlanta.  He has plans to appear at the upcoming Louisiana Renaissance Festival for “Romance 
Weekend,” and the 2014 New Orleans ComicCon. He has been asked back to ParaCon next year as 
a Guest with his own booth.  

There are plans to rework the current silicone appliance again, to work out errors in the original face 
casting. The appliance seen in the photos was colored during pouring, and then fine powders were 
used on the finished product. The next appliance will be airbrushed with silicone paints.  
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In his day to day life, VintageBeast’s creator is the head of a large performing troupe, and is self-
employed as an actor and artisan. He is blessed to be successful at his career and loves to share his 
craft with others - believing that life is best when you can help others believe in something positive.  
In return for the blessings in his life, he donates his time and energies to supporting animal rescue, 
helping to make dreams come true for young ones who are touched by terminal illness, and sometimes 
dancing badly in the kitchen with his very own Catherine. They share their life with one fluffy rescue 
dog, one spoiled cattle dog who believes he IS a child, and a rescue cat who has happily taken over 
their household.

Eric considers his rendition of Vincent to be a donation to the Fandom, and will provide his promotional 
photos as they come available as free stock in high resolution to Beauty and the Beast artists. He takes 
requests for poetry readings and book excerpts on his website, and will soon offer “visits” with Vincent 
via video chat at scheduled and announced times. Short tribute “webisodes” are also being considered.

Eric believes that only Ron Perlman himself can do true justice to this once in a lifetime character - but it 
is his hope that VintageBeast can bring some comfort and joy to those who love Vincent and the classic 
series of Beauty and the Beast.

“The appliance is not yet perfect, and will likely never be in my eyes - but I will continue to work tirelessly 
at trying.  If I can make just one person happy, I feel blessed.”
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